
Traffic Growth 



Traffic Growth Assumptions

● Traffic Data was collected 
in 2011

● Traffic was assumed to 
grow at rates from 0.5% 
to 2% year over year

The traffic data from the Langley Parkway Study is very outdated at this point. It was 
collected in 2011 and was limited in the number of intersections that could be 
collected due to budget constraints. There was also assumptions that Lincoln 
Financial would be bringing more employees to the area and thus more traffic but they 
have since closed operations at that site and sold the property. 



Actual Traffic Growth

● NHDOT information from the 
intersections from the study

● Every intersection in the study 
is trending lower than 2011 
rates

*Note* - For years 2010 & 2013, 4 of the 10 intersections were 
missing counts for those years and so counts were used from 
the closest available year (either 2011 or 2012).

The NHDOT data reflecting a drop in traffic. This document represents data from 
these intersections.

https://www.concordgreenspacecoalition.com/_files/ugd/4eedb5_f246c56d13384337a52845ad882507dd.pdf


Traffic Flow



Traffic Flow Assumptions

● The study assumed that 
all traffic was flowing to 
Concord Hospital

Here are the routes that the original study looked at for Existing Traffic flows and 
assumed that all traffic along that route was traveling to the hospital.



Traffic Flow Assumptions

● The study assumed that 
all traffic was flowing to 
Concord Hospital

As an example of how traffic is actually flowing along this route, let’s look at this route 
from N State St to the Concord Hospital.



Actual Traffic Flow 

● State Offices & Concord 
High Schools are main 
generators of traffic

These are the hourly traffic counts taken from 2015 Feasibility Study (which utilized 
traffic data collected in 2011). By adding all the incoming traffic along the route we can 
see the volume of traffic increase and decrease from intersection to intersection. 
Based on relative free-flow traffic of 145 cars an hour or 2.4 cars every minute 
(green), a medium amount of traffic 342 cars an hour or 5.7 cars a minute (yellow), to 
traffic congestion at 540 cars an hour or 9 cars a minute (red),  for this route we can 
see the bulk of the traffic congestion appears at the Centre St traffic circle and quickly 
dissipates back to free-flowing traffic after the vehicle counts drop in the area of the 
high school and state offices. There is also a minor drop in traffic at the start of the 
route which is likely due to the Lincoln Financial office building.


